Aptheker: Reform or Revolution

By Sal Pizana
On Wednesday, April 15, the Student Government's Lecture Series culminated its 1969-1970 program with Dr. Herbert Aptheker speaking on "The Black Movement: Reform or Revolution." Dr. Aptheker, the first African-American to earn a Ph.D. from Columbia University (B.A. M.A. Ph.D.), has been at the forefront of radical, socialist, anti-war, and black liberation movements since 1933. He has authored and co-authored more than twenty volumes dealing with U.S. history, American Foreign Policy, Afro-American history, law, theory and philosophy. Presently, as literary executor of the papers of W.E.B. DuBois, he is editing the more than 1,000,000 original documents of the black leader, the first volume to be released sometime in 1971. In 1966, Dr. Aptheker was the Peace, and Freedom Party candidate for Congress from Brooklyn, N.Y. During his lecture, Dr. Aptheker related many of his experiences to the students and characterized the black movement as one of liberation paralleling the fight for freedom of the National Liberation Front of Vietnam. The black movement today, he said, is definitely revolutionary because it is a departure from the past in its demands and methods. It is an assertion of manhood, a desire to exist as Blacks not calling for assimilation into white society.
Dr. Aptheker called for solidarity among Black and White radicals in order to liberate American society. He said that it was necessary that these groups join together and move to rid America of its racism and militaristic power structure.
Concerning the peace movement in America, Dr. Aptheker's attitude was optimistic. He sees this movement as spreading into all groups of American society. He attributed the progress to the vitality and idealism of young Americans. When asked if the peace movement had been co-opted by politicians and thus rendered insignificant, Aptheker said that no matter who joined the movement it was significant. In relation to Vietnam, he felt that his most important contribution was in helping to bring about a cessation of the bombing of Hanoi.
Dr. Aptheker made it very clear during his lecture that he was not a pacifist. However, he said that random violence serves no purpose, other than to increase repression. He warned radicals to be acutely aware of who they are working with as well as against.
In himself, Aptheker is an inspiration to radical youth. He is in his late fifties, he has had several attempts made on his life. During the McCarthy Era of the early 1950's he was called before a Senate hearing committee. Dr. Aptheker has not quit. He remains involved and totally committed. In his closing statements he said that the radical must possess two qualities: passion and patience. Dr. Herbert Aptheker is definitely a man of passion and his patience is evidenced by his optimistic view of the future.****

HODGKINSON SPEAKS

By Terry Mooney
Professor Harold Hodgkinson, author, lecturer, and specialist in curriculum reform, returned Wednesday, April 15, to Marist to speak to the community on "Curriculum Change: A Challenge to the University." Professor Hodgkinson who is currently associate professor of English at the Berkeley campus of the University of California, is visiting the New York University's Center for Research and Development in Higher Education. Professor Hodgkinson first spoke at Marist when he was Dean of the College at the State University College in Rhinebeck, New York.
In his lecture that he had noticed, since his previous visit, the growth and change in the Marist student as indicated by the improvements in the number of the questions which he was asked.
Professor Hodgkinson calls for in his talk a redefining of the humanities from a content definition to that certain core of experiences which can be acquired in a variety of settings that are not necessarily academic. He then went on to point out that technology, that is the art of making things, so we don't have to experience it, has influenced the core of academic teaching.

CFD Ignores Student Petitions

By Thomas Sullivan
Because of strong student protest on the Committee on Faculty Development's decision not to recommend the renewal of Mr. Jerome Remenicky's contract, the CFD has recently reviewed this decision. Despite, however, the presence of nearly 600 signatures of students objecting to the ruling, the CFD has chosen to adhere to its original decision. The committee, as a whole, feels that the petitions did not add enough new information to what the members were aware of originally.

The students who organized the recent movement for a review of the decision now plan to appeal to Brother Lijus Foy, with whom the ultimate decision rests. As they feel that this is a critical issue for the Marist community, they urge all those who wish to voice their opinions to register them as an instructor at Marist to make their feelings known to Brother Foy. This should be done as soon as possible, as the next semester will soon be completed.

Students demonstrate at Poughkeepsie Courthouse during recent Moratorium.

Don't Pay War Taxes
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removing it. The committee hoped that a group of concerned students would form a permanent committee to look CONTINUED ON 6
THOUGHTS OF US

By A. P.

By Ron Hackett

Neil Simon's kit comedy "Come Blow Your Horn" was presented recently by the Boston College Theatre Guild. The play, which was written in 1972 and produced on Broadway and then made into a movie starring Frank Cady and Samantha Eggar, was a hit with the audience and was followed by a standing ovation.

"Come Blow Your Horn" is a comedy about a man who is trying to make ends meet in a New York apartment building. It is a touching story of a man who is trying to make ends meet in a New York apartment building. It is a touching story of a man who is trying to make ends meet in a New York apartment building.

The Classic Rock Album

By Richard Bula

A unique collection of classic rock albums which manage to capture the essence of the era is the focus of this article. The albums selected are not just any old rock albums, but rather they are albums that were significant to the rock music movement of the 1960s and 1970s.

Addict Burns Himself To Death

Submitted by Deidre Escholz

Andy Anderson, a 20-year-old aspiring musician, was found dead in his apartment in Boston on December 15th. The cause of death was determined to be a self-inflicted burn.

Freshman Seminar Proposed

The Academic Policy Committee has recommended a change in the Freshman Seminar program. The recommendation involves the introduction of a new course for the academic year.

Students Burn Own Yearbook

A group of students at a local high school have burned their own high school yearbook. The students, who are a group of seniors, burned their own high school yearbook.

Gaelic Society Visits Old Sod

Limerick. One of the highlights of the trip was a visit to the Gaelic Society of Limerick. The society was founded in 1881 and has been a cornerstone of Irish culture in the city.
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A Community's Tragedy

By Tom McLoughlin

It has been called one of the most tragic losses in ESPN history. The name does not belong on the lips of anyone who would call another human being a victim. The loss of a life is not a subject to be discussed lightly. The lives of other people are not our property to be disposed of at will.

The senseless murder of an innocent person is a tragedy for all of us. The senseless murder of a person in our community is a personal tragedy for those who knew him or her.

Come Blow Your Horn: Very Entertaining

By Tom Hackett

Neil Simon's hit comedy "Come Blow Your Horn" was presented to the Student College Theater Guild. The play, which was written in 1950 and was initially produced on Broadway, is still being performed in theater buildings around the country. The cast was composed of nine actors, each of whom played two or three different roles in the story.

The play is about a New York City family, the Frettons, and their relationship with each other. The family consists of the father, a successful lawyer; the mother, a homemaker; and their three children. The play explores the tensions and conflicts that arise within the family as each member tries to assert their independence and establish their own identity.

The Classic Rock Album

By Richard Ratz

The Classic Rock Album is a review of albums from some of the most influential and enduring bands in rock music history. The album covers range from the early days of rock and roll to the late 1970s, and features artists such as The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, and Led Zeppelin.

The album is organized by genre, with sections dedicated to rock, folk, and country music. Each section includes a brief introduction, a list of the albums covered, and a discussion of the band's influence on the genre.

Advent Burns Himself To Death

By Paul Scherer

The apartment fire that claimed the life of student William E. Burns was the tragic result of an act of self-destructive behavior. Burns, a 22-year-old senior at the university, was known by his friends and classmates for his intelligence, creativity, and wit. The cause of the fire is still under investigation, but it is believed that Burns may have set the fire as a means of escaping the pressures of his academic and personal life.

Gaelic Society Visits Old Sarum

By Tony Smith

The Gaelic Society visited Old Sarum, an ancient site near Salisbury. The visit was part of the society's efforts to promote an understanding of the history and culture of the Gaelic-speaking peoples.

The society was accompanied by Dr. John McChesney, a historian who specializes in the history of the British Isles. McChesney led the group through the site, explaining the significance of the various ruins and structures.

Freshman Seminar Proposed

By John L. M. O'Mara

The Academic Policy Committee has recommended the establishment of a Freshman Seminar program for the fall semester of the academic year. The committee's recommendation is based on a number of factors, including the need for additional academic support, the desire to increase student engagement, and the importance of fostering a sense of community.

The program will involve small groups of students who will work closely with faculty members to explore a particular topic in depth. The seminar will be an opportunity for students to develop critical thinking skills, to engage with course material in a more meaningful way, and to build relationships with their peers and instructors.

Students Burn Own Yearbook

By John L. M. O'Mara

A group of students at the university burned their own yearbook in protest of the admission policy. The policy, which requires that all students have perfect attendance throughout the year, has been a source of contention for many students.

The students burned their yearbooks in the middle of campus, drawing a crowd of more than 100 spectators. The fire was contained and there were no injuries.

Reflections On Dick Gregory

By John D. Underwood

Dick Gregory was a trailblazer in the world of comedy. He was a pioneer in the use of comedy to address social issues, and his work has had a lasting impact on the field.

Gregory's legacy is evident in the work of many comedians today. His use of satire and humor to critique social problems has inspired generations of comedians to use their comedy to address important issues.

The students' actions are a testament to their commitment to social justice. They are taking a stand against a policy that they believe is unfair and exploitative.

The students burned their yearbooks in protest of the policy. They are calling for change and they are demanding that the university consider alternative policies that are more fair and inclusive.

The students' actions are a powerful statement of their commitment to social justice. They are using their voice and their actions to demand change and to fight for a more just and equitable society.
CHUCK HERE

Final Exam Schedule

DAY DIVISION - SPRING-SEMESTER 1970

Examination Work

The new Student Government has been busy making plans for the new school year. As President of the Student Body, I would like to set forth a few of the highlights of next year's activities. The Student Government will be active in all aspects of our lives, from athletics to academic affairs. We will be working hard to make sure that our campus is an enjoyable and safe place for all students.
Steve Palencaar

Steve Palencaar came to Michigan State as a freshman in 1977, a year after completing his sophomore year at Michigan Tech. He and his brother, John, both attend Michigan State, and both are members of the basketball team. John graduated from Michigan State in 1977, and is currently attending law school at the University of Michigan. He is studying law and economics, and hopes to become a lawyer. John is also an active member of the Michigan State Student Senate, and is currently serving as the president of the Student Council. He is a strong advocate of student rights and representation, and has worked hard to improve the quality of life for Michigan State students. He is also an avid reader and writer, and enjoys spending his free time reading books and watching movies. John is a great example of a dedicated and hardworking student, and I am sure he will achieve great things in his future career as a lawyer.

Leyto Speak On Dissent

Leyto, a five-time All-American wrestler, will be speaking at the Michigan State University Student Union on Monday, April 17th. Leyto is currently a senior at Michigan State and is studying business administration. He has been a member of the Michigan State wrestling team for four years and has won three Wolverine Classic titles. Leyto is also a member of the Michigan State Student Senate and has served as the president of the Student Senate. He is a strong advocate of student rights and representation, and has worked hard to improve the quality of life for Michigan State students. He is also an avid reader and writer, and enjoys spending his free time reading books and watching movies. Leyto is a great example of a dedicated and hardworking student, and I am sure he will achieve great things in his future career as a lawyer.

Netmen Knock off Newark St.

The Netmen basketball team, under the leadership of Coach Tom Phillips, won a 75-64 victory over the Newark State University basketball team on Friday night. The Netmen were able to outplay the Newark State team throughout the game, maintaining a comfortable lead for most of the game. The Netmen were led by senior forward Tim Johnson, who scored a career-high 24 points and grabbed 15 rebounds. The Netmen are now 12-7 on the season and are looking forward to their next game against the University of Ohio. The Netmen have been a consistent team throughout the season, with a talented roster and a strong coaching staff. They have been able to overcome a few tough losses earlier in the season and are now looking to build on their recent success. The Netmen are a strong team who are working hard to achieve their goals and are looking forward to their next game.

American Drug Violators Arrested Overseas

The Department of State has confirmed that the United States has arrested several American drug dealers overseas. The arrests were made by foreign governments as part of joint operations between the United States and other countries. The arrests were made in several countries, including Mexico, Colombia, and Peru. The arrests were made after extensive investigations and intelligence gathering. The United States and other countries have been working together to combat the international drug trade. The arrests were made as part of a broader effort to disrupt the drug trade and bring those responsible to justice. The United States and other countries have been working together to combat the international drug trade. The arrests were made as part of a broader effort to disrupt the drug trade and bring those responsible to justice. The United States and other countries have been working together to combat the international drug trade. The arrests were made as part of a broader effort to disrupt the drug trade and bring those responsible to justice. The United States and other countries have been working together to combat the international drug trade. The arrests were made as part of a broader effort to disrupt the drug trade and bring those responsible to justice.

In Perspective

Paul Blum

Being the closest thing Murray saw to a true competitor, Paul Blum is certainly a unique opponent. Murray's main concern was the weight struggle, which he won this time at 145 kg. Murray won with a first-round, 5-0 victory. Murray was on top twice in the first round, with a first-round, 5-0 victory. Murray was on top twice in the first round, with a first-round, 5-0 victory. Murray was on top twice in the first round, with a first-round, 5-0 victory. Murray was on top twice in the first round, with a first-round, 5-0 victory.

In Perspective

Paul Blum

Rickeich Uschell

Rickeich Uschell, a senior at Michigan State, is a talented wrestler who has been a member of the Michigan State wrestling team for four years. Rickeich is currently ranked in the top 10 in the nation at 197 pounds. Rickeich has been a consistent performer throughout his career, and has won several tournaments and championships. Rickeich is a strong and athletic wrestler who is always looking to improve his technique and strategy. Rickeich is a great example of a dedicated and hardworking student, and I am sure he will achieve great things in his future career as a wrestler.
In Perspective

Steve Palenkar

In Perspective

Levy To Speak On Dissent

Civil rights and student activist Howard Levy spoke on "Dissent in Militarized Service" Monday afternoon in the auditorium. Levy, who is a member of the Student Peace and Action Committee (SPAC) and a member of the American Committee to End the War in Vietnam (ACTWV), spoke about the dangers of military service and the way in which the military is used by society.

Levy is a graduate of Harvard University and has been active in the civil rights movement for several years. He has been a member of the National Student Association and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and has worked on various peace and anti-war campaigns.

Levy's speech was well received by the audience, who were attentive and engaged in the discussion. Many students expressed their agreement with Levy's views and the importance of dissent in the military.

In Perspective

Netmen Knock off Newark St.

In Perspective

Bill Kalish

Currently rising better than the usual 85.2 degree temperature, the bridge was filled with a steady stream of participants for the annual Bridge Day run.

On Saturday, a group of students from various colleges and universities in the area gathered at the starting point on the bridge. The run is a 10-mile course that winds through the beautiful fall scenery of the Catskill Mountains.

The race was won by a student from Cornell University, who completed the course in a time of 59 minutes and 10 seconds. The second place finisher was a student from Binghamton University, who finished in 1:01:32.

The Bridge Day run is a popular event for many students, who enjoy the opportunity to participate in a physical challenge while enjoying the beauty of the surrounding landscape.

For more information on the Bridge Day run, visit the official website at bridge.com.

In Perspective

Paul Blum

Being the closest thing Mount Union has to a superstar, Paul Blum is certainly a unique character. His 7-foot, 11-inch height allows him to dominate the game, whether it's on the court or on the dance floor. He is a force to be reckoned with, consistently scoring high points and leading his team to victory.

At 27 years old, Blum has recently undergone a weight reduction program, which has transformed his body and improved his performance on the court. He is now leaner and more athletic, and his teammates are impressed with his dedication to fitness.

"Paul's work ethic is second to none," said Coach Jack Smolenski. "He's a true leader on and off the court, and his dedication to the game is inspiring to his teammates."
CREW TEAM LEADS VICTORY PARADE

FOOTBALL, TENNIS, TRACK, TRUMPET

Vikings Bury St. Francis Behind Hasbrouck, Wilkins

By Kevin Donnelly

The Vikings finished spring practice last weekend by defeating St. Francis College of Brooklyn by a lopsided score of 46-14 on Leonard Field. The Vikings new offense was impressive and set the highest total point total ever scored by a Vikings team. A fine performance was given by Jim Wolters as he took over as a quarterback in his first starting role. The St. Francis defense could not cope with the Darrell Royall's training as he directed his offense. Dick Hasbrouck broke through time and again and racked up three touchdowns. Mark Rowinsky, also in his first starting role, handled the backfield, played good football and also made scoring two TD's.

The Viking defense, which has already made a name for itself in club football ranks, played great ball as they allowed the St. Francis team only 69 yards total offense. The defense was in a new alignment last Saturday, but it looks as though it was made to order. Using speed and pressure, they stopped St. Francis time and again, while setting up the Viking offense four times throughout the game.

The scoring started early in the first quarter. St. Francis was forced to punt from deep inside its own territory. A strong rush forced the St. Francis punter to get off a poor kick which gave Vikings possession deep in enemy territory. Hasbrouck stepped up to the task in the first play for 50 yards to put the Vikings in the lead. The Vikings continued to score and held the lead throughout the game.
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Oarsmens Record Unblemished

Face Stiffest Test Saturday

By Bob Sullivan

--And it goes on and on and on. The Marist varsity and jayvee boats continue to roll to victory regardless of the opposition.

On Saturday afternoon, both teams proved to exceptionally easy wins over Ambrose, despite the strong current on the Hudson River. The Marist varsity boat, which turned in a fine run, was the Marist 1600 meter Connecticut River course.

The varsity, opening at 38 strokes per minute, took a one length lead in the first 500 meters. After settling to 33 strokes per minute for the body of the race, the varsity began to pull steadily away. Sprinting over the last 500 meters at 56, the varsity won in 7:56 with a six length lead over the Ambrose shell which crossed the line in 8:32.

The varsity boating was different from the past races as Coach Austin continues to search for the right combination for the upcoming regattas. Junior, Rite, however, remained in his own sideline position. Joe Ryan rowed stroke, followed by Mike Arteaga, Greg Nestor, Bernard McGovern, Steve Stepe, Matt O'Brien, Steve Paleen and bowman Joe McHugh. This was the Philip flash's first race in the varsity shell.

The Jayvee race was very similar to the varsity duel. With Marist opening at a 41 and dropping down to 32 for the body of the race, Ambrose would never really in it. Marist crossed the line in 8:13, five lengths ahead of Ambrose. The Lord High Admiral also won.

The Jayvees coxswain was Joe Beradi. John Weis moved up to the stroke position, followed by Bill Stauble, Danny Capito, Paul Glenn, Mike Cagio, Joe Rule, Marty Torrey and Jim Coupland.

Both the varsity and jayvee races had added significance in relation to the Rusty Cowan and Dad Vail Regatta. Last year, Trinity College won the Rusty Cowan Regatta. The Trinity Regatta and our margins of victory were considerably greater than Trinity's, so we're taking our prospects of victory.
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Trackmen Foil Fairfield

Bow To Bridgeport

By Harry Manley

Marist freshman crew teams, facing stiffer and stiffer opposition, have yet to be beaten. Coach Lenahan is still switching men as he looks for the right combinations.

Last week, the first boat raced Amherst and the second took on the University of Massachusetts. Both boats came home with shirts.

In the first race, Marini, stroked by Joe Schott, broke to a length lead over Amherst in the first twenty strokes. After this crossover, Harry Manley dropped the stroke to 31 for the middle 1000 meters. It was here, while working on long power strokes, that they rolled up most of their substantial lead. Over the remaining 1000 meters, under a sprint was not necessary, Marini brought the stroke down to 29 and Marini's 15 length victory in 7:57. Amherst finished in 8:23.

With U Mass holding a regatta and having no freshman competition Marisits second boat accepted the challenge and rowed to an easy victory over the Redmen.

Frosh Crews Cruise

Both Boats Perfect

By Harry Manley

After having trouble lining up the start, Marini opened at 34 and jumped to a quick length lead. After grabbing this lead, cox Mike Hawod dropped the stroke and waited for U Mass to make their move. When it came at 550 meters, Hawod applied the heat to 33 and the Marini crossed the line with a comfortable two length lead in 7:39. U Mass trailed at 8:11.

Both races on the lead over 1000 meters courses due to an extremely bad current in the Connecticut River. It was this current which accounted for the slow times.

First boat was coxed by Harry Manley. Joe Schott was at stroke followed by John Wilson, Tim Petron, Joe Pogulce, Jerry Schaefer, Steve McDonald, Marty Grinn and bowman Andre Albert.

Rowing against U Mass were cox Mike Hawod, stroke Dennis Stauffer, Jim Cockcroft, John Lyon, Tom Mastalka, Kevin Bolduc, Joe Fitzpatrick, Pat Richards and bowman Skip Lawry.

The previous weekend, both boats met the Holy Cross frosh on the Hudson River. Both Marist boats jumped to early leads against Holy Cross which had a poor start. The first boat, rowing at 38, had an early length lead, the second boat, rowing at 34, a half length lead.

After the first 500 meters, both boats were sitting on stable leads. The first boat was
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These men are batting for varsity seats in Saturday's Providence Cup Regatta.

Dick Hasbrouck bowling over for a score.

37-72 and only the discus remained. In the 15th, Bridgeport edged out a narrow 78-76 victory as Marist's clogging surge fell 2 points short. With 2 events remaining, and Bridgeport holding a 73-67 advantage, the gun sounded for the mile relay. Bridgeport had held off in front at each exchange of the baton until Bill Kalish took the stick for the anchor leg. Then, with a powerful surge down the backstretch, Kalish wiped out the home team's lead and broke the tape with 10 yards to spare. This brought the score to
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